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The qualification work is devoted to the organization of the official buffet for the representatives of five countries: Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain and Russia.

The work is divided into the introduction, three chapters, the conclusion, the bibliography and five appositions.

The introduction gives information on the main concept of the work.

The first chapter mentions the conception of the intercultural dialogue, is created the system of different levels of the intercultural dialogue, based on the modern worldview.

The second chapter deals with the dinner etiquette of five countries: Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain and Russia and the specifics of their cuisines, some similarities and differences are searched out.

The third chapter deals with the model of menu for the official buffet for the representatives of five countries: Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain and Russia with the explicating of such choice.

The conclusion resumes the whole research and shows the result of the comparison of five cuisines: Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain and Russia.

The bibliography consists of 34 sources.

The appositions consist of the pictures, which show the right table setting of five countries and names of the cutlery in five languages: English, French, German, Spanish and Russian.